Mental health and “the Troubles” in Northern Ireland: implications of civil unrest for health and wellbeing

C C Kelleher

Mental health and social capital

Mental ill health is the new global epidemic and its wider determinants of great social significance. In this issue O’Reilly and Stevenson present findings from Northern Ireland indicating that the prolonged civil conflict there seems to have had an adverse effect on the mental health and wellbeing of citizens. The study is of interest for several reasons. Firstly, Northern Ireland is an internationally famous example of a longstanding violent political conflict apparently resolved by a major peace initiative over the past five years. As there are many such political trouble spots globally, the immediate and longer term public health implications are always of interest. Secondly, the specific independent measure reported in this study, the GHQ-12, is a well validated indicator of mental health status and the interpretation of its significance is important. Thirdly, internationally both the social variations and health promotion literature have focused increasingly on concepts of social capital and cohesion in interpreting how macrosocial processes might affect individual and community wellbeing. In this context the breakdown of community relations to the point of outright conflict, particularly in circumstances of material disadvantage, is highly pertinent to our interpretation of this paper.

The data O’Reilly and Stevenson present are based on the Northern Ireland Health and Wellbeing survey of 1997. In assessing the impact at area and personal level of “the Troubles”, careful account is taken of religious affiliation, socioeconomic status, long term illness or disability, major life event stressors, and available social support. Their findings show an independent effect on GHQ-12 caseness score of personal and area based exposures to the Troubles, even when these various socioeconomic indicators are taken into account. Notwithstanding this, it is also true that those living in disadvantaged circumstances were much more likely to rate an impact of the Troubles on their lives. For confidentiality purposes, it was not possible to link individual level data directly to specific postal areas, which might have afforded a more in depth multilevel analysis on the directionality of this phenomenon, including other ecological level contextual data. We cannot therefore say with certainty how precisely the effect of the Troubles is mediated at individual level.

Many individuals and families since 1968 were directly affected by material or personal loss. More indirectly, prolonged exposure to fear of injury, death, or bereavement might well lead to anxiety and distress in vulnerable people, even if in statistical terms their absolute risk exposure is small. These are the two main pathways proposed by O’Reilly and Stevenson. The material disadvantage and restriction of amenities associated with the conflict might have a role in specifically vulnerable communities. It is also possible that the hostility and distrust inherent in the conflict might affect individuals’ sense of wellbeing and control, an argument more in keeping with the social capital literature. Though these data were collected in 1997 at the outset of the peace process it should be noted that paramilitary style shootings and beatings continue at community level and arguably have little if anything to do with the larger political agenda. This holds resonance for the debates in the general health inequalities literature, where prevalence of violent crime, particularly related to firearms, has been associated with increased mistrust, personal vulnerability, and increased rates of mental ill health. Fiske and Pugh conducted a metaanalysis of available literature in 1993 that emphasizes the role of poverty and relative disadvantage in predicting violent crime. Similarly Kennedy et al relate firearm associated crime to measures of income inequality and social mistrust in the United States. Understanding conflict they assert requires an appreciation of wider material and psychosocial determinants than the immediate availability of weapons.

Ireland provides specific context in deconstructing how and whether national and local politics might affect health. The island of Ireland has been partitioned since 1922, Northern Ireland remaining as part of the United Kingdom with England, Scotland, and Wales and Southern Ireland now an independent republic. The two jurisdictions share many common characteristics and there has historically been high migration out of Ireland, that diaspora having a poorer health profile over at least two generations, based on present evidence. This is explained partly, but not completely by social disadvantage and adverse lifestyle. Both North and South of Ireland have relatively poor mortality patterns compared with other European neighbours, with high rates of cardiovascular disease and of some cancers. Findings from the PRIME study of cardiovascular disease in France and Northern Ireland indicate that the differences are not explicable by traditional risk factors. There is some evidence that adverse type A characteristics are more prevalent in Northern Ireland. However genetic predisposition, perhaps mediated through diet is another suggested explanation.

Where North and South diverge, interestingly, is in self rated measures, as seen in this study by O’Reilly and Stevenson. In fact several studies of self rated health, satisfaction with life, and GHQ-2 scores show that those in the Republic of Ireland have paradoxically positive self ratings, whereas GHQ-12 scores in the North are worse than in all their neighbouring countries. We have argued previously that the positive social capital in the South has not translated into better objective patterns of morbidity and mortality however and that patterns of material disadvantage must also be taken into account.

Until recent times Northern Ireland was comparatively more industrialised and affluent than the South. Many large employers, often associated with one religious persuasion have scaled down or disappeared. Economic gains have been higher in the South for a variety of reasons, including its status as a member state of the European Union. At least one adverse impact of “the Troubles” has been the hampering of economic investment in the North so that it is in many respects the most disadvantaged area in the United Kingdom. Sociodemosographic factors expressed partially through religious affiliation have played a continuing part. Catholics tend to be more deprived than Protestants and to have poorer health profiles but the religious difference disappears when socioeconomic circumstances are taken into account, as O’Reilly and Stevenson have shown previously.

This divided society has its roots in Irish political history. In simplistic terms for the general reader, the root of the “Irish Question” over several centuries has been the wish of Nationalists, mainly...
but not exclusively of a Roman Catholic tradition, to become independent of the United Kingdom and the wish of Unionists, again mainly but not exclusively of Protestant tradition, (and in a majority in Northern Ireland since partition in 1922) to remain in the United Kingdom. This is not a simple sectarian issue however and indeed it is possible to legitimately hold either point of view without resorting to violence. Furthermore, early Nationalist Republicans were often non-conformists inspired by the enlightenment tradition and the revolutions in France and the USA. What matters to some analysts is the economic basis for this conflict, as Ireland traditionally has been much poorer than the rest of the United Kingdom, (with the arguable exception of Northern Scotland) and suffered a devastating famine period in the mid-19th century. Alexis De Tocqueville, for instance, who found much of the Irish peasant.

USA, was scarified by the disadvantage queville, for instance, who found much of the mid-19th century. Alexis De Tocqueville, for instance, who found much of the Irish peasant.\textsuperscript{11} As that peasantry was overwhelmingly Catholic and the Protestant plantation immigrants into the country over the past three centuries were likely to take up land holdings, the fundamental part played by relative disadvantage in understanding the Nationalist politics of Ireland is critical. What then is the directionality of these processes? Is material disadvantage a root cause or a result of ethnic, racial conflicts? The immediate probable explanation for the adverse mental health profile in Northern Ireland is as a consequence of the conflict in itself rather than the wider determining history, not least because North and South diverge so sharply in mental health indicators. The psychosocial hypothesis as a mediating influence in relative disadvantage is an attractive possibility but the issues are complex and more direct evidence of an independent effect is required, particularly in assessing disease specific pathways.

We do not need to understand the precise mechanisms at a social scientific level to make a general public policy point that access to weaponry leads to injury and death, particularly in vulnerable, disadvantaged communities. Exposure to that risk causes mental distress that can be clinically significant. Reducing access to weaponry requires political solutions by bringing people to the point of negotiation. Both top-down and bottom-up strategies are needed to achieve this. It seems reasonable to suggest however that getting the gun out of Irish politics was seen to be the critical first step to breaking the vicious circle of violence,\textsuperscript{12} just as getting the gun out of American ghettos might have the same cogency in the long run, in very different sociopolitical circumstances.

Finally what action may be taken at community or health service delivery level? The authors indicate that clinical significance of GHQ caseness scores at a population level are disputed. They also produce evidence that actual health service utilisation has not increased.\textsuperscript{13} Whether therefore the solution lies in treating the population as potential patients or attempting to instigate community level changes is the question. In this respect several initiatives have been taken in the past few years at cross-border level and community levels to try to reduce barriers around stigma related to mental illness and also to foster more health promoting community relations. These have been reviewed recently for the Institute for Cross-Border Studies.\textsuperscript{14} While the initiatives are admirably motivated, many are at an early stage and few are systematic enough to render measurable outcome data, which is indeed an exciting challenge for the mental health promotion literature generally.
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Public health also depends on information systems

The World Health Organisation’s annual report of the year 2000 illustrated at least two features of health information systems at present. One is that the public is eager to compare, evaluate, and discuss health topics using “information products” such as quantitative figures, rankings, and the like. By providing information on health results achieved in each country and on the levels of resources invested, the WHO was able to trigger off a debate of unprecedented vigour.

However, this report also produced a vivid example on the frailty of the data on which most health information is based. As a matter of fact, the WHO study is based on scanty data: a reasonable system of vital statistics is still missing in large areas of the world, and data on the activities in health services are rudimentary in many countries, even in the richest parts of the world. Even a novel concept, like the one brilliantly developed in the WHO report, cannot overcome basic failures. Expectedly, but sadly, a large part of the discussion on this WHO report has been about the (poor) information system rather than on the (poor) performance of health systems.

Part of this problem is investigated by Unal and colleagues in this issue. They explored systematically the existing data sources currently used in the UK to monitor and evaluate coronary heart diseases (CHD) and related aspects of prevention and care. With a standardised tool, the authors review the sources related to persons and to treatments, as well as data sources on classic risk factors for cardiovascular diseases. This study is refreshing for readers embarking in the daily utilisation of routine statistics—that is, for most of those people working in public health. It provides substantial information for UK researchers and practitioners: they now have access to a relevant evaluation of the databases available in the field of CHD.

It is also refreshing for the non-UK reader: it reminds everybody that we have to take care of the health information system if we want to develop public health strategies. Indeed, the situation is distressing in many countries, and in most areas of public health. Because of the recent and huge development of electronic tools (from data storage to data transmission and the ability to perform complex statistical analysis), there is the vague belief that the health information is performing increasingly well. This reveals a common confusion, just as technical feats of the television tend to mask the intellectual poverty of (most) programmes.

Unal et al typically show that a large amount of data related to CHD is available, even if many data sources must be looked for outside the health system. Although the United Kingdom might enjoy a richer set of data sources than others, a similar profusion is observed in most developed countries. However, the authors identify substantial problems, which most practitioners and researchers will easily recognise. One is related to the difficulty to analyse trends because of the irresolute character of many surveys, and also because of the continuous changes in definition of items, formulation of questions, etc.

These changes are clearly inappropriate when studying slow secular changes in the pattern of risk factors. The problem is partly related to the fact that, for many data, the data collection is defined outside the department of health: data on physical activity for example might be collected by the statistical unit of the department of transport, or data on housing by the social statistics. A practical proposal, thus, is to set up coordinating mechanisms within the official statistics in order to be sure that the needs of public health will be appropriately represented, both in terms of data collection and of requirement for analysis. Such a machinery does not exist in many countries I know of.

A further problem is the paucity of research in the field of information system, which corresponds to a lack of interest in the academic public health. Except for the management of health services (where information is a flourishing market), public health has not produced recently many new ideas on routine statistics. Consider for example the registration of cause of death, a remarkable epidemiological tool implemented and developed during the past century in the emerging modern states. Using death as an official event with compulsory registration, the cause of the death was registered and analysed as a surrogate for disease. This has provided enormous contribution to the field of public health, from the monitoring of the population health to the evaluation of the impact of public health interventions.

However, causes of death are notoriously inadequate to capture the health status of an aged or very aged population: doctors have to choose a “causal” disease among two or three serious conditions, among 10 known pathologies. One consequence is that causes of death tend to be ignored when this population is analysed despite the fact that people aged more than 60 provide 80% of the deaths in developed countries. A more sensible approach would be to develop novel approaches for the use of death in health statistics: an option would be to measure prevalent diseases at death.

Another area where research is lacking is the systematic analysis of the impact of information system on decision in public health. As pointed out by Unal et al, the health system requires “good evidence, particularly as resources are limited”. However, it is difficult to find good systematic reviews showing how the information provided by routine statistics has been conclusive to start, to modify or to stop a public health strategy. Of special interest for systematic research is the way public health professionals interpret observed trends from routine statistics in terms of proof or decisive argument (see for example the debate about the impact of the control of cardiovascular risk factors’). Unlike clinical medicine, where the development of evidence based guidelines triggered off several research lines to analyse the impact of information on doctors’ activities, public health has been slow to develop an interest in this field.

Addressing these three points, and several others, requires an active involvement of each practitioner and researcher. Routine statistics are an important resource for public health, but are yet underresearched and underfunded: as stated by Unal and colleagues, the 2 billion spent annually by the NHS to take care of CHD patients does not have a reasonable counterpart in terms of investment in the information system. As a matter of fact, routine statistics have been a prerequisite for the development of the modern public health. The future of public health also depends on the professional willingness to maintain these resources.
Causation in epidemiology

Determinism versus stochasticism: in support of long coffee breaks

C C Tam, B A Lopman

Is there a recipe for the causal pie?

In his recent article describing what characterises a useful concept of causation in epidemiology, Olsen provides a useful overview of the now popular component-cause model and its relevance for epidemiological research, and renews the call for discussion on how best to conceptualise causation. As he rightly points out, this is not merely of academic interest—how we view causation influences (whether consciously or not) the way in which we frame research questions and analyse and interpret epidemiological data. In recent decades, the component-cause model has been the predominant causal framework on which epidemiological research has been based, and it has been of great use for the identification of individual risk factors associated with disease and the development of the advanced statistical techniques that are now widely used for this purpose. Based on these successes, Olsen argues for the usefulness of the component-cause model over more recently propounded frameworks based on a probabilistic view of causality.1

In doing so, however, we feel he is rather hasty in accepting a deterministic future for epidemiology.

The great value of the component-cause model lies in its heuristic power. A person, through exposure to various risk factors, eventually accumulates a combination of contributing exposures that constitute a “sufficient cause” and that, under identical conditions, invariably lead to disease. As visualised by Rothman and Greenland,1 these contributing exposures, or “component causes”, form the slices of a “causal pie” that, when complete, constitute a “sufficient cause”. This deterministic model provides a useful framework with which to conceptualise causation in a chronological manner, from first exposure to a component cause all the way to the completion of the “causal pie” and subsequent disease. It is here, however, that the component-cause model faces its greatest problem. Epidemiology is a population science and, while it may have the ability to explain differences in disease risk or exposure distribution between groups of individuals, it cannot provide causal explanations for any single one of those individuals. That a person smokes, drinks, has a diet rich in saturated fats, and subsequently develops coronary heart disease does not demonstrably mean that any of these factors or their combination was the “cause” of their illness. Thus, the “black box” that Olsen attributes to models based on probabilistic thinking applies equally to the deterministic approach.

Olsen describes probabilistic models as minimalist and purely statistical, in which causes merely increase the probability of disease and preventable factors decrease it—“what you see is what you get”. We disagree that a probabilistic model need necessarily be entirely descriptive. The causal criteria of effect magnitude, consistency, temporality, biological plausibility, and dose response are equally applicable to probabilistic framework, and Olsen himself acknowledges that the latter is not easily incorporated into the component-cause model. Nor do we think that the component-cause model has greater explanatory power. The fact that exposures are termed “component causes” is an admission that they only serve to increase the probability of disease and need not be a “cause” unless they are in themselves sufficient. This merely obscures the probabilistic view, as held by Parascandola and Weed, of causes as factors that increase the probability of disease and where “a sufficient cause is . . . one that raises the probability of its effect occurring to 1, and a necessary cause raises the probability from 0.”

In addition, Olsen perceives problems for probabilistic models in terms of risk communication:

“At present we tell a smoker that he will increase his risk of getting lung cancer 10-fold by smoking. If he gets lung cancer from smoking, it will take decades to develop, and he may even get lung cancer, should he decide not to smoke at all.”

His view that this statement “is in conflict with a common sense understanding of causation, and it is apparently not very convincing” may be true, but the statement is also realistic. To pretend that we can make more elaborate predictions of disease at the individual level is to make rather immodest claims of our understanding of causation.

Olsen is right to emphasise that our view of causation influences the way in which we conduct research. In this respect, the component-cause model has tended to individualise epidemiology, an opinion that has been extensively commented on by others.2-4 The component-cause model was borne out of an era in which infectious diseases, with their singular causal pathways (a single infectious agent as a “necessary” factor for disease), ceased to be (for a notable minority and rather prematurely) the major concern and novel causal frameworks were necessary for the new challenges of non-infectious diseases. The realised assumption group of diseases could be linked to a whole plethora of exposures meant that a new way of thinking was needed in which all these could be investigated and incorporated into a theory of causation. In attempting to determine why some people become diseased while others do not, epidemiological inquiries were directed at differences in lifestyle between individuals, in the belief that changes in personal behaviour would lead to a decrease in exposure and disease risk, and with the assumption that such behavioural change was possible. The premise was simple: through
their behaviour, people become exposed to a certain combination of factors that act independently or synergistically, or both, to cause disease. This framework is essentially mechanistic—it entails identifying the steps, the serial accumulation of component causes, that eventually lead to illness. We therefore contest Olsen’s assertion that “[t]he component-cause model attempts to explain why” disease occurs. The model does not answer the question of why people become diseased, but rather how—what processes are involved in “causing” their illness. In fact, we argue that much of what is commonly referred to as “risk factor epidemiology” is a discipline in which the question “why” has conveniently been replaced by the more readily accessible “how.” If epidemiology is to be explanatory rather than descriptive in its inquiry and proactive rather than reactive in its application, causal frameworks that will provide insights into the underlying factors that influence these biological processes are needed.

This is not to decry the successes of such epidemiological research. We now know a great deal about individual factors associated with non-infectious diseases, most notably cancer and coronary heart disease. The continued emphasis on this kind of individualistic inquiry is much disputed, however, as illustrated by a recent series of commentaries on the search for risk factors for coronary heart disease.” Moreover, the component-cause view has spawned an era of epidemiology characterised by drug dependency and the promotion of expensive therapies that will most likely be inaccessible to those in lower income countries who, by current projections, will increasingly bear the brunt of the non-infectious disease epidemics in the coming decades. The contribution of risk factor epidemiology to the victimisation of individuals has also been commented on, particularly by Farmer, who speaks of the “exaggeration of personal agency”—the assumption that behavioural change alone is a realistic intervention given the strong cultural, social and economic forces that are exerted on individuals.

The answer to the question of why some individuals become diseased while others do not then, lies further upstream and requires investigation of the factors affecting a person’s daily life choices (or lack thereof). This concept was recognised by Rose, who differentiated between “the causes of cases and the causes of incidence.” Krieger has expanded upon this notion, arguing that differences in disease distribution are “mutable and embodied biological expressions” of social inequity and injustice. The component-cause model is based on the premise of a sufficient cause that, all else being equal, will invariably lead to disease in individuals. The fact is that all else is hardly ever equal. Simply looking at differences between decontextualised groups of individuals can lead to what could be termed “outcome bias”, a failure to recognise that disease distributions in different populations can be affected by a whole host of social factors that influence individual risk. The growing epidemic of childhood obesity provides a good example of this. Although linked to an imbalance between energy intake and expenditure in both higher and lower income countries, a full understanding of why opposite socioeconomic groups are predominantly affected in these two settings is not possible without taking into consideration factors such as local food production, global food trade, marketing of foodstuffs, and social changes leading to decreased physical activity, all of which affect choice, accessibility, and individual risk.

In arguing for a broader scope of epidemiological inquiry we do not intend to favour stochasticism over determinism. We consider this issue to be part (perhaps a small part) of a wider discussion on what epidemiologists regard as being causal and mutable and, therefore, within the scope of epidemiology. It is probable that both views will encounter problems in incorporating the multiple levels required to understand disease causation, and ultimately may fully succeed. We thus agree with McPherson’s view that “[i]t is high time that public health stopped behaving as if one single dominant paradigm was good enough.” Restricting our perspective of causation and on the past successes of a model grounded largely in a biomedical view of health will prevent us from exploring alternative frameworks and will not suffice to further our understanding of disease determinants. Developing new frameworks of causation will be crucial for expanding the boundaries of epidemiology and liberating the field from the confines of individualism. As Karhausen’s Epimedes eloquently concludes, “the cause of a disease ‘is the handle, so to speak, by which human beings can manipulate it.’” The question now is what we view as having handles that can be manipulated. This discussion will run for as long as epidemiologists roam the Earth and so we welcome Olsen’s call for a more open debate. Olsen himself has been quoted as saying that “[t]he view [of causation] we adopt has consequences which reach far beyond information discussion during coffee breaks.” We can only hope for longer breaks.